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OPEN CONCEPT

HOUSES
The ultimate idea book for open-floor plans, Open Concept 
Houses offers thirty-seven distinct home designs that elimi-
nate doorways and walls to create larger combined living 
spaces for cooking, eating, and entertaining. No longer are 
the kitchen, dining room, and living room separated. Now all 
share one large space, with each “room” defined by islands, 
carpeting, and furniture. 

Filled with gorgeous full-color photographs, detailed floor 
plans, and before and after renovation photographs, this book 
aims to provide homeowners and designers with an inspira-
tional collection of some of the world’s most beautiful open 
concept home designs. These interiors illustrate how to have 
a beautiful home that not only fits your needs and lifestyle but 
also results in a greatly efficient and aesthetic design. 

Front and back-of-jacket photograph  © Alan Karchmer

Also from Harper Design

150 Best of the Best House Ideas

ISBN 978-0-06-244463-9

Francesc Zamora Mola studied interior architecture in Barcelona 
and then in San Francisco, where he honed his design skills work-
ing with innovative architecture firms. Mr. Zamora lives in Barcelona, 
where he writes about design and architecture. He is the author of 
numerous architecture books, including 150 Best New Eco Home Ideas 
and 150 Best of the Best Loft Ideas. 

150 Best Interior Design Ideas

ISBN 978-0-06-256912-7

Discover great authors, exclusive 
offers, and more at hc.com.

USA $35.00 
Canada $43.50
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Toronto, Ontario, Canada

DUBBElDAM ARCHITECTURE + DESIgN

Photos © Shai Gil

2,420 sq. ft.

SkygarDen houSe
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“The house provides outdoor living spaces on multiple levels to address the 
owners’ desire for a better connection with the natural surroundings. Most of 
the rooms open up to a series of outdoor spaces, each with its own unique 
character and varying level of privacy. Even the existing porch at the front 
of the house is turned into a private outdoor dining area enclosed by a five-
foot-high wooden screen. This expansion beyond the interior spaces makes 
the house feel larger than it actually is. 

On the third floor, two significant outdoor spaces provide green respite. At 
the front of the house, half of the master bedroom is given over to an inti-
mate exterior space with a recessed planter. Intimately connected to the 
master suite, this “skygarden” functions as a unique outdoor room, open to 
the sun, wind, and stars. At the back of the house, an exposed roof-deck 
has views over the neighborhood and into the extensive green canopy sur-
rounding the house.”

the oWners used to spend their Weekends at a home in 
the country, located next to a stream and surrounded by 
trees. for their neW urban home, they Wanted to emulate 
this bucolic experience.

Project team: Heather Dubbeldam, Principal 
Architect; Oliver Dang; Jacob JeBailey; 
Suzanna MacDonald; Amber Baechler; 
Derek Chaves

www.dubbeldam.ca

>  open up house interior to outdoor 
spaces on all levels
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Working with the existing footprint 
of a century-old detached house in 
the city’s midtown neighborhood, 
only the two exterior sidewalls were 
retained. The interior was completely 
gutted. With no obstacles, the new 
layout is fluid and the connection 
between rooms is optimized.

The landscaped rear yard features an 
ash wood deck off the living area for 
outdoor dining when the weather 
allows it. A few steps down, another 
zone, defined by granite pavers, is 
planted with a row of honey locust 
trees that offer dappled light and 
shade in summer to make the most 
of the sizable backyard.

Existing third floor plan

 A. Vestibule
 B. Living room
 C. Bathroom
 D. Bedroom
 E.  Dining room/

sunroom

 F. Kitchen
 G. Sunroom
 H. Master bedroom
 I. Roof deck

Existing second floor plan

Existing ground floor plan

 A.  Outdoor dining area
 B. Vestibule
 C. Powder room
 D. Dining area
 E. Kitchen
 F. Living area
 G. Rear entrance
 H. Rear deck
 I. Patio
 J. Garage

 K. Master bedroom
 L. En suite bathroom
 M. Walk-in closet
 N. Study
 O. Laundry room
 P. Skygarden
 Q. Bedroom
 R. Bathroom
 S. Roof deck

New third floor plan

New second floor plan

New ground floor plan
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Toronto, Ontario, Canada

DUBBElDAM ARCHITECTURE + DESIgN

Photos © Bob Gundu

1,450 sq. ft.

through houSe
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“The house occupies a narrow lot in a densely populated neighborhood, 
with front and back yards that are private buffers between the home and 
the street. The renovation was aimed at expanding the living area, but it was 
decided that the footprint of the house would not be increased to maintain 
the sizable yards and the intimacy they provided.

First some walls were removed to open up the space. Second the layout was 
reconfigured using built-in elements and changing ceiling heights in order 
to define areas. Clean lines and finishes in contrasting colors rounded off a 
design that emphasizes linearity and visually stretches the space, directing 
the sight lines towards the backyard.

At the rear of the L-shaped house, large floor-to-ceiling glass panes on three 
sides blur the boundaries between interior and exterior. The kitchen coun-
tertop extends beyond the glass wall, becoming a BBQ, and the flooring 
material used throughout the ground floor runs outside to form an outdoor 
patio. Through House lives up to its name, opened from front to back, yet 
boasts a strong sense of intimacy.”

a busy doctor commissioned the reneWal of a 128-year-old 
house to fulfill his desire for a modern and light-filled 
home With a connection to the outdoors.

Project team: Heather Dubbeldam, Principal 
Architect; Jason LeBlanc; Oliver Dang; 
Jacob JeBailey; Bindya Lad; Johanna Bollozos; 
Lynden Giles; Suzanna MacDonald

www.dubbeldam.ca

>  revitalize dark, cramped interior of 
small victorian house

>  expand living space to rear garden

>  delineate rooms through material and 
custom elements, While keeping spaces 
connected

>  utilize sustainable strategies to 
mitigate energy costs
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In the open corner, an overhead 
wood and steel trellis acts as a 
transition from the inside to the 
outside, creating the feeling of an 
exterior ceiling and defining an 
intimate outdoor room.

The trellis also provides the south and 
west walls with shade in the summer, 
while allowing light to reach deep 
into the interior in the winter.
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The configuration of the layout and 
the geometry of its components 
extend beyond the rear walls, making 
the backyard an extension of the 
living area.

 A. Front porch
 B. Hall
 C. Living room
 D. Dining room

 E. Kitchen
 F. Master bedroom
 G. Bedroom
 H. Bathroom

Existing second floor plan

Existing ground floor plan

New second floor plan

New ground floor plan

 A. Front porch
 B. Vestibule
 C. Living room
 D. Dining room
 E. Kitchen
 F. Master bedroom

 G. Guest bedroom
 H. Bathroom
 I. Master bathroom
 J. Powder room
 K. Outdoor dining area
 L. Terrace

The original layout had almost no 
connection with the backyard. With 
only small openings at the front and 
rear of the house, the interior received 
little natural light and felt even more 
disconnected from the outdoors.




